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Foreword

Planning developmental paradigms that  lead to conserving  India’s coastal environment
and also  ensuring  a  sustainable future for coastal communities is a major challenge. In
this context,  Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF), Government of India, has
brought out  guidelines, frameworks and  notifications on coastal zone planning  from  time
to time, the recent one being  the draft  “Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification,
2008,” dated 1, May  2008 (Vide No. S.O. 1070 (E) and republished on 21, July ,2008 ( Vide
No.S.O.1761 (E)  in the Gazette of India.  MoEF sought  public opinion in this regard. Also,
in order to capture the viewpoints and responses of the local communities and NGOs
across the coastal states and union territories (U.T.), MoEF assigned Centre for
Environment Education (CEE) to organize public consultations  (Vide  letter No. 11-83/2005-
I A-III,  dt.1st July 2008). This initiative of MoEF was highly appreciated by the participants
across consultations.

This is the report of public  consultations   facilitated by CEE on the draft CMZ notification ,
2008. This report  prepared by  CEE has attempted  to  capture  and convey  the view
points of  participants belonging to local communities and NGOs as expressed  across 35
consultations  in   9 coastal states . The opinions and view points presented  here are solely
those of the participants. It  does not represent any view points of CEE  or endorse / criticize
/ influence any of the view points  / comments/ suggestions  made  in the course of
consultation process.

Kartikeya V. Sarabhai
Director
Centre for Environment Education
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Executive Summary

The Central Government has proposed a new framework to be brought into force “ for
managing and regulating activities in the coastal and marine areas for conserving and
protecting the coastal resources and coastal environment; and for ensuring protection of
coastal population and structures from risk of inundation due to natural hazards; and for
ensuring that the livelihoods of coastal populations are strengthened; by superseding the
said Coastal Regulation Zone, Notification, 1991;”

In this  regard, the  Government  has issued a  draft notification “to be  known as the
Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification, 2008, for the information of the public..”
dated 1, May  2008 (Vide No. S.O. 1070 (E)  in the Gazette of India. This was republished
on 21, July  2008 ( Vide No.S.O.1761 (E).

In order to get  view points on CMZ notification, 2008 from various stakeholder groups,
particularly from local communities and NGOs working   in the coastal stretches, Ministry of
Environment and Forests (MoEF),Government of India, commissioned Centre for
Environment Education (CEE) to facilitate public consultations in the coastal states (Vide
letter No. 11-83/2005-I A-III dt.1st July 2008 ).

CEE brought out salient features of CMZ notification, 2008 in coastal state languages,
widely publicized the consultation workshops, organized  these consultations in partnership
with local NGOs. CEE  facilitated  35 public consultations  on Coastal Management Zone
(CMZ) Notification, 2008 in  9 coastal states  between 26th July  and 13th  September  2008.
Around 3714 individuals  belonging to various stakeholder groups ,  representing (i ) local
communities (individuals from coastal communities, panchayat members and fisher/farmer
associations), (ii) NGOs and trade unions (working in coastal stretches) (iii) public
authorities (Municipal corporation, block, district, state officials; political leaders) (iv)Others
(academic and research organizations, legal experts, media) (v) corporate bodies (tourism,
industries) participated  in  these consultation  processes  and contributed  to the
discussions. Around 73% of the participants represented the  local communities , fisher
communities in particular  and NGOs (12%) working along the coastal stretches. CEE has
tried to capture all the  viewpoints on CMZ notification 2008, voiced across 35
consultations. A summary of the responses given below  conveys major concerns and
majority view points that the local communities and NGOs have expressed. Written
responses, petitions, documents received during consultation workshops, and audio-video
recordings of the workshop proceedings which reflect these view points are being submitted
separately.
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Major concerns and majority view points
On the whole, there is a consensus that sustainable development of coastal areas is
important. However, with respect to the draft CMZ notification, 2008, the major  concern  of
the  local communities , especially the fishing communities who are  the primary
stakeholders, is that it does not  offer  protection to their rights  to the coastal and marine
resources and livelihood. They fear that the Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification,
2008 will  open up the  coastal zones to external stakeholders, industries  and corporate
sector in particular, thus limiting their access to the coastal and marine resources, curtailing
their livelihood opportunities and degrade the coastal ecology further. Vast majority of  the
respondents hence are  not in favour of   the Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification,
2008 and want it  to be withdrawn.  Nearly all have strongly supported Coastal Regulation
Zone (CRZ) Notification, 1991 without  amendments but have recommended improvements
for its effective implementation resulting in sustainable coastal zone management.

The local communities strongly feel that protection of coastal ecology and the basic rights
and livelihood of the local communities  should be central  to any  coastal zone planning.
The above concerns and opinions have emerged from the majority viewpoints expressed
across the 35 consultations which are  presented below.

1. Nearly all the participants  have expressed the view that the existing Coastal Regulation
Zone (CRZ) Notification, 1991 has enough scope to manage coastal zones efficiently if
implemented effectively with some improvements and existing violations penalized.
Hence the need for a new framework on coastal zone management requires re-
examination and  convincing  rationale.

2. Majority  have  felt the need  to  involve representatives from  various  stakeholder
groups, particularly from local communities in  the  entire process  of formulation and
drafting of CMZ Notification, 2008 framework.

3. Majority are of the view that the expert committee which reviewed CRZ Notification,
1991, and recommended CMZ Notification, 2008 should have consulted or sought
inputs from the local communities while  drafting  management methodologies
recommended in  the new CMZ framework.

4. Nearly all participants have stated that the  terms and  concepts defined  in the
notification such as ‘setback line’, ‘ecologically sensitive area’, ‘Integrated Coastal Zone
Management’ (ICZM), ‘sustainable development’, ‘sustainable coastal zone
management practices’ , ‘sound scientific principles’, ‘foreshore requiring facility’, ‘basic
infrastructure’, ‘traditional fishing’, ‘fishing activities would not be disturbed’, mentioned
in the CMZ notification, 2008 are not clear and are open to subjective interpretations
and hence need more clarity. They feel that these terms need proper explanation
followed by examples. They are apprehensive about  these terminologies being used
only  to bring in new concepts and methodologies to promote external stakeholders who
would  control  the coastal resources at the cost of the rights and needs of the local
communities.
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5. Vast majority of participants have said that the  criteria for identifying and demarcating
various zones – CMZ I, II, III, IV and their management methodologies  require more
detailing and generalizations to be avoided. They have  expressed serious objections
concerning those of CMZ II and CMZ III in particular. They fear  that  most of the existing
CRZ III areas would  be categorized as  CMZ II because of the new criteria of  zone
demarcation. This would lead to the utilization of  earlier CRZ II and  III  areas for  large
scale construction and  infrastructural growth  controlled by  the external stakeholders,
especially industrial and corporate sectors. This would displace  and marginalize the
local communities triggering major stakeholder conflicts apart from ecological instability.

6. Participants are of the opinion that  the CMZ notification, 2008 introduces new
management methodologies which are open to subjective interpretation and can be
used to  promote and legalize corporate activities along the coastal zone. This may  lead
to  conflicts among  multi-stakeholder  groups. Hence  more clarity and  detailing are
required.

7. Majority of the participants fear that  CMZ notification, 2008 will  promote Special
Economic Zones (SEZ) thus opening up  the coastal space and resources to industrial
sector without considering the traditional, cultural, economic and social aspects and
basic rights of the local communities, especially the fisher communities who are the
primary stake holders .

8. The  concept of  ‘Setback Line’ to govern the type and location of activities of the local
communities is a great concern expressed across all the consultations. Participants feel
that setback line, particularly its demarcation, which is done purely on  scientific basis
should also consider traditional knowledge and  involve  local communities  and
authorities  for  practical application.  Their view point is that even with the latest
technology, the  High Tide Line (HTL) under the CRZ Notification, 1991 has not been
demarcated yet and therefore, the feasibility of demarcating setback line (which has not
been demonstrated yet) may pose difficulties. The knowledge and capacities of the local
communities in addressing vulnerability reduction  together with the technological and
scientific methodologies  will  help to ensure safety of the local communities. Setback
line in itself cannot be a solution to address the issues of vulnerability and criteria for
coastal management.

9. Nearly all participants have expressed their concern on the  roles of the local authorities
and state government which are  not adequately addressed in the proposed CMZ
Notification, 2008 management methodology and structure. The  basic right and
opportunity for the local communities or their  representatives (Panchayat members) to
participate and plan the activities in their local environment and settlement areas appear
curtailed in the proposed Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan (ICZMP) process.
The roles of public authorities (including Government department officials from
Fisheries, Environment; Municipal corporation, Block Development Office etc.) in coastal
zone management have to be specified and methodology of enforcement should be
spelt out clearly. This   will also help  in  resolving multi-stakeholder conflicts.
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10. Looking at  several amendments  and  impacts of CRZ Notification, 1991 leading to the
dilution of its original objectives, there are apprehensions  about  the amendments in
the case of  CMZ Notification, 2008 too and their impacts, especially on the  fishers. For
instance, there is already an amendment, dated 9th May, 2008, for including Greenfield
airports in the draft CMZ  Notification , 2008, which does not seem to benefit the local
communities. Amendments made in the CRZ Notification, 1991 have not  benefited
local communities since these amendments often acted as law for them. Participants
are of the view that in most instances the corporate and industrial  sectors use   their
clout to amend notifications  for their  benefit. This disparity needs to be addressed.

11. According to majority of  participants, CRZ Notification,1991 which is important for
coastal zone management has continued to remain as a notification since 1991 and this
has made it open to amendments which have diluted its original objectives resulting in
regularizing its violations. The local communities are the most affected in the process.
Hence a legislation or an Act on coastal management is needed wherein the coastal
ecology and basic rights of the traditional coastal communities are protected.  Elected
members of the legislative assembly should discuss on the coastal policies to initiate
such an act. Till the time a comprehensive legislation on the management of coastal
zones is enacted, the Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification, 1991 without
amendments needs to be effectively implemented and violators punished, is  the view of
the  majority  participants.

12. Participants are of  the opinion that public participation (especially of the local
communities) in the formulation of coastal policies, management plans, implementation
and monitoring needs to be ensured and the onus of such a mechanism may lie with
the concerned local authorities and state governments. Local language versions of
important documents and discussions should be encouraged to understand the real
needs of the local community.

The local communities and NGOs  have expressed that they have participated in these
consultations because they are  commissioned by MoEF, facilitated by CEE, with the hope
that their viewpoints would be valued by  the Ministry .Respondents have requested that
their view points  on  CMZ Notification, 2008  should lead to  more practical, effective  and
dynamic approach  for managing and regulating activities in the coastal  zone  leading to
conservation and protection of coastal resources and coastal environment; and protection of
basic rights and livelihood needs of  coastal  communities.
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Preamble

India is endowed with 7500  km of coastline
covering the mainland and Andaman, Nicobar
and Lakhshadweep islands. Conserving India’s
coastal environment and ensuring protection to
nearly 250 million people who live within a
distance of 50 kms from the coast is a major
challenge to Indian States.

It was  late Prime Minister Indira Gandhi who
first  proposed  the  protection  of  Indian  coastal
stretches  against unplanned developmental
activities in 1981. Following her directive,
guidelines were prepared  and   sent   to States and Union Territories (UT).  Since it had no
statutory backing,  States  and  UTs did not  consider  the guidelines seriously. Later in
1991, a notification on Coastal Regulation Zone  (Vide No. S.O. 114 (E) dated 19, February,
1991) was brought in under Environment (protection) Act 1986 by the then Department of
Environment and Forests to ensure legal protection of coastal resources against over-
exploitation and regulate developmental activities.

However, perceiving the continuing difficulties posed by this  Coastal Regulation Zone
(CRZ) Notification, 1991 in its effective implementation for the sustainable development of
coastal regions as well as conservation of coastal resources, the Ministry of Environment
and Forests (MoEF), Government of India, constituted an Expert Committee (Vide No.15(8)
/2004-IA-III, 19 July, 2004) “to carry out a comprehensive review of the  CRZ Notification
including all its amendments in the light of findings and recommendations of previous
committees, judicial pronouncements, representations of various stakeholders, and suggest
suitable amendments, if necessary, to make the coastal regulatory framework consistent
with well established scientific principles of Coastal Zone Management”.

After carefully considering the report  and  the recommendations submitted by the expert
committee (Report of the Committee chaired by Prof.M.S.Swaminathan to review the
coastal regulation zone ,1991, February 2005), the Central Government  in the Ministry of
Environment and Forests   decided to accept them in principle for implementation. In
accordance with this decision, the Central Government    has proposed a new framework to
bring into force “ for managing and regulating activities in the coastal and marine areas for
conserving and protecting the coastal resources and coastal environment; and for ensuring
protection of coastal population and structures from risk of inundation due to natural
hazards; and for ensuring that the livelihoods of coastal populations are strengthened; by
superseding the said Coastal Regulation Zone, Notification, 1991;” (CMZ Notification, 2008,
Vide No. S.O. 1070 (E) )

2
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In this context, the Central Government  has issued a  draft notification “to be  known as the
Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification, 2008  for the information of the public likely
to be affected thereby ....”  on 1, May  2008 (Vide No. S.O. 1070 (E) in the Official Gazette.
This was republished  on 21, July, 2008 ( Vide No.S.O.1761 (E) thereby extending the
period  of consideration of the draft notification by another two months.

In response to this notification, several comments/suggestions have been sent to MoEF by
various  stakeholder groups. However, in order to get view points on the Coastal
Management Zone Notification,2008, particularly  of the local communities likely to be
affected and NGOs working in the coastal stretches, MoEF decided  to hold public
consultations in the coastal states.  It commissioned Centre for Environment Education
(CEE) to facilitate these consultations.

CEE as a facilitator, translated and printed the salient features of the notification in 8
languages covering 9 coastal states  and UTs for wider publicity, organized 35 public
consultations in 9 States and has  prepared this report.

This report is a compilation of responses  to the
CMZ Notification, 2008  recorded during the
consultation process. It has attempted to capture
all the view points expressed across 35
consultations  facilitated by CEE. The opinions
and view points presented  here are solely those
of the participants. This report does not
represent any view points of CEE or endorse /
criticize / influence   any of the view points /
comments/ suggestions made in the course of
consultation process. This report  also has

documented  the  processes of the consultation and respondents profile  for the better
understanding of responses.

Written responses, petitions, documents
received during consultation workshops, and
audio and video recordings of the workshop
proceedings which reflect the view points
presented here  are also submitted  along with
this report.

The term CMZ in this report refers to the draft
Coastal Management Zone Notification, 2008.
The term CRZ in this report refers to Coastal
Regulation Zone Notification, 1991.
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Consultation Process

35 public consultations were held in 9 coastal states between 26, July and 13, September
200 . Consultations were largely carried out through workshops.

The process followed in the consultation workshops is as follows:

3.1. Features of CMZ Notification, 2008 in local languages
As the first step, CEE planned to bring out the  salient features of CMZ Notification, 2008
as published in the official gazette on 1 May, 2008, in the respective languages of the
coastal states  for  better understanding of  CMZ Notification, 2008 by the local
communities . The objective was to enhance awareness on CMZ Notification, 2008,
increase participation of well informed communities and improve the quality of responses.

Translators who had the experience of translating
legal documents / gazette notification in the local
languages were identified and engaged in
developing the language versions of salient
features of CMZ notification in each coastal state.

The translated  material was cross checked with
experts for the content consistency with the
official CMZ notification document. This was then
printed  in 8 languages and  copies were
distributed to the participants through NGO
networks and fisher associations before and during the workshops to help people to give
their view points. This also gave wider publicity to the consultations. Request for written
responses were also made.

3.2. Preparation of a generic presentation
A power point presentation of the salient
features of CMZ Notification, 2008 was
developed in English with visuals to be used in
consultations to give an overview. This generic
presentation helped  to keep up the uniformity
in information sharing across the consultations.
Local language was used while presenting the
salient features in the respective workshops.
Presentation  augmented the understanding of
people on CMZ and helped them to give their

view points.  Presentation also assisted in  setting up the tone for discussions.

3
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3.3. Planning of multi-location consultations
The proposal initially was to hold 6 consultations in 9 coastal states and UTs. However CEE
through its State offices strategized and planned multi-location consultations to get
responses particularly from the local communities and NGOs.  CEE with the help of its
network of  NGOs , GOs and academic institutes in each State, published consultations
widely  and identified partners for  organizing  workshops.

Each State planned the multi-location workshops based on the type of stakeholders, cultural
diversity, geographical distribution, presence of partners, time constraints and the monsoon
(season). This planning process helped in organizing 35 multi-location consultations across
9 coastal states thereby increasing the participation of the local communities and NGOs.

For instance, in Andhra Pradesh and Tamil
Nadu, totally 9 consultation spread across the
coastline to cover all the coastal districts and
one each in the State Capital (Hyderabad/
Chennai) for local communities and NGOs,
including public authorities and experts. In
Kerala, 3 multi-location consultations were held
based on the cultural diversity of the local
communities  spread across southern, central
and northern Kerala coasts. In Goa, the first
consultation generated interest and the local

NGO held additional 8 consultations in partnership with CEE. Also, in Andhra Pradesh, CEE
staff went to 4 fishing villages in Prakasam district to get the viewpoints of the local
community and panchayat members and collected their responses directly.

Consultation schedule is presented in Annexure 6.1

3.4. Reaching out to people
CEE used a combination of communication methods to publicize the event and reach out to
people  to increase the participation, particularly of the local communities and NGOs, which
are as follows
• Circulation of the language versions of salient features of CMZ
• Publicity  of consultation dates and venue through local newspapers
• Correspondence through letters, e-mails, internet forum and telephones (individuals and

networks)
• Publicity in CEE website of the consultation dates and venue for people to attend and give

in their view points at the nearest consultation venue.
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3.5. Consultation Workshop proceedings
Each workshop started with registration. This was followed by generic presentation in the
local language. A panel of experts or a chairperson chosen by CEE regulated the
proceedings of the open house discussion in every workshop. These experts were
academicians , legal consultants, NGO heads, community leaders.

The duration of consultation workshops varied from 4 hours to 8 hours. CEE staff recorded
and monitored the proceedings of each workshop. We did not go for a structured opinion
poll since we were apprehensive about the questions restricting / influencing view points
and feedback.

9

3.6. Documentation
We used a combination of  methods to
document participant profile and proceedings of
the workshop. More than 90% participants who
attended the workshop were registered. We
noted down the  responses and minutes of the
discussion. We recorded the entire proceedings
of the workshop using audio-video media. We
also encouraged and collected written
responses from the participants to make sure
that their view points  are  recorded. We invited
local news channels, news papers to cover the
event for wider publicity , reach and participation. At the end of each consultation, the view
points were consolidated and shared with the participants.

3.7. Post consultation
Proceedings of each workshop was summarized. Responses that we received  through
mails and direct interactions were also considered. Highlights of the workshops and general

Consultation Process
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comments received were put up on CEE
website (www.ceeindia.org). The news papers
and news channels also reported the workshop
proceedings.

3.8. Limitations
Consultations attracted large response. However, the time constraints to communicate and
organize workshops, rains, and travel costs for the participants were the limitations to cover
more coastal areas in each State. In some consultations, particularly in Kerala and Tamil
Nadu, some NGO networks even threatened to  boycott the CMZ consultation (fearing that
the consultations were being held to endorse CMZ Notification, 2008 rather than to seek
community viewpoints on it) causing considerable anxiety about peoples participation.

Another limitation of these consultations facilitated by CEE is that it did not have
representation of local community and other stakeholders from Andaman, Nicobar and
Lakshwadeep islands and other small islands falling under CRZ IV or CMZ IV.
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Respondent Profile

Around 3714 people participated and contributed to the proceedings of 35 consultations.
They belonged to various stakeholder groups, representing (i ) local communities
(individuals from coastal communities, panchayat members and fisher/farmer associations),
(ii) NGOs and trade unions (iii) public authorities (Municipal corporation, block, district, state
officials; political leaders) (iv)Others (academic and research organizations, legal experts,
media) (v) corporate bodies(tourism, industries). Around 73% of the participants
represented the local communities, particularly fishers and 12% represented NGOs working
in coastal areas. About 22% respondents were women. On an average 100 people
participated per consultation. Highest participation was in Tamil Nadu which was around
1000.

They were individual responses and organizational responses as well. Most individual
responses came from local coastal communities, especially the fishers. Most of the
organizational responses came from local fisher associations and NGOs working in the
coastal stretches.

4

Stakeholder participation across 9 coastal states, 35 consultations
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Participation by Genderacross 9 coastal states, 
35 consultations

78%

22%
Male
participants
(%)

Female
participants
(%)
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5 Major Concerns and Majority View Points

On the whole, there is a consensus that sustainable development of coastal areas is
important. However, with respect to the draft CMZ Notification, 2008, the major  concern  of
the  local communities , especially the fishing communities who are the primary
stakeholders, is that it does not  offer  protection to their rights  to the coastal and marine
resources and livelihood. They fear that CMZ Notification, 2008 will  open up the  coastal
zones to external stakeholders, industries  and corporate sector in particular, thus limiting
their access to the coastal and marine resources, curtailing their livelihood opportunities
and degrade the coastal ecology further. Vast majority of  the respondents hence are  not in
favour of  the Coastal Management Zone (CMZ) Notification, 2008 and want it to be
withdrawn. Nearly all have strongly supported Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification,
1991, without  amendments but have recommended improvements for its effective
implementation resulting in sustainable coastal zone management.

The local community strongly feel that protection
of coastal ecology and the basic rights and
livelihood of the local communities should be
central to any coastal zone planning. The above
concerns and opinions have emerged from the
majority view points expressed across the 35
consultations which are  presented below. The
view points received  have been grouped /
categorized under the broad heads - Drafting of
CMZ Notification 2008, Terminologies and
definitions, Categorization of Coastal Zones,
Management Methodology, Management
structure, Operationalization of the CMZ Notification, 2008, Amendments and Other concerns
and view points - closely following the drafting pattern of the  CMZ Notification, 2008.

Drafting of CMZ Notification, 2008
1. Processes  followed in the formulation and drafting  of  CMZ notification  requires re-

examination. The expert  committee which reviewed CRZ Notification 1991, and
recommended CMZ Notification, 2008 could have consulted or sought inputs from the
local communities or  their representatives (Panchayat members) while drafting
management methodologies recommended in  the new CMZ framework .

2. Rationale behind the CMZ Notification, 2008 needs clarity. Proper explanation on
aspects of CRZ Notification, 1991 that were proven to be disadvantageous because of
which CMZ notification 2008 has emerged, is required.

13Major Concerns and Majority View Points
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3. The coastal zone areas under the CRZ Notification. 1991 were initially protected through
regulation of industrial activities, until several amendments were enacted to dilute this
objective. There is fear that the proposed CMZ Notification, 2008 builds on this
regressive trend and proposes management methodologies that encourages and
legalizes industrial and corporate activities along the coastal zones as long as they are
recorded in the ‘Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plans’ (ICZMP).

Terminologies and definitions
4. The terminologies defined and the concepts like ‘setback line’, ‘ecologically sensitive

area’, ‘Integrated Coastal Zone Management’ (ICZM), mentioned in the CMZ
Notification, 2008 are vague and are open to subjective interpretations. Hence clarity is
required on these aspects. The CMZ notification is a complex document and not easily
understood by the stakeholders, particularly the traditional communities. Simplification
and translation  of the document  in the local languages will help  in enhancing the
understanding of the notification.

5. The CMZ Notification, 2008 uses the terms like “sustainable development”, “sustainable
coastal zone management practices” and “sound scientific principles”, “foreshore
requiring facility” or “basic infrastructure”. They feel that these terms need proper

explanation followed by examples. They are
apprehensive about  these terminologies
being used  only  to bring in new concepts
and methodologies to promote external
stakeholders who would  control  the coastal
resources at the cost of the rights and needs
of the local communities.

6. Terms like “traditional fishing” mentioned in
the CMZ Notification,2008 need to be well
defined. The notification mentions that the
fishing activities would not be ‘disturbed’.
The word ‘disturbed’ in context of fishing

communities is very broad and does not offer legal protection of the basic rights of the
fishers. Conflicts with other stakeholders on the ‘disturbance of fisher activities’ might
lead to litigations.

7. Appendix II point (6) in the Notification refers to ‘Coastal freshwater bodies such as
creeks’. Since creeks cannot be included under freshwater bodies, clarity on ‘coastal
freshwater bodies’ is required.

8. Clarity is required whether all Ecologically Sensitive Areas (ESA) would be notified as in
the case of  Protected Areas.
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Categorization of Coastal Zones
9. Criteria for categorizing various zones – CMZ I, II, III, IV should be made clear and

generalizations avoided. In particular, serious objections concerning those of CMZ II and
CMZ III were raised by majority participants on this. Most of the existing CRZ III areas
would now be categorized as CMZ II because of the new criteria of  zone categorization.
There is a  fear that such a shift in categorization of coastal zones would lead to
management problems and the utilization of earlier CRZ II and III areas for large scale
construction, tourism and industries governed by external stakeholders. This would
displace  and marginalize the local communities further,  triggering  major stakeholder
conflicts besides causing ecological instability.

10. ‘Areas with population density of more than 400 people’ would be categorized under
CMZ II as per the CMZ Notification, 2008. It is feared that this criterion would place
several coastal stretches of the country under CMZ II with common management
guidelines, without considering the diversity. For instance, this criterion would place the
entire coast of Kerala under CMZ II. This situation is confusing and alarming since there
would be just one common coastal management methodology for the entire coast.
Considering  individual characteristic of the coastal stretches, the cultural significance
and the basic needs and rights of the coastal communities will help  in planning of the
coastal zones appropriately.

11. States like  Kerala,  characterized by backwaters and more than 40 rivers; most of the
inland water bodies which will be affected by high tide, will come under CMZ III. This has
implications on the permissible activities along the either side of the backwater bodies.
There is a concern on the restrictions on cottage industries like coir and common
people’s right to build homes on the banks of inland water bodies where they
traditionally own land.

12. CMZ Notification, 2008 categorizes only certain coastal areas as ‘ecologically sensitive
areas’ (ESA). This methodology of categorization does not acknowledge the fact that the
marine and coastal ecosystem in its entirety is ecologically important. It takes away the
ecological significance of the entire coast. Such categorization considers that non-ESA
areas are not important in maintaining the functional integrity of the coast, including
serving as natural barriers to coastal hazards and harbouring a diverse biodiversity that
provide valuable resources to local communities. This needs to be addressed.

13. Potential coastal stretches that are conducive for plantations, especially mangrove
plantations, or existing degraded/underdeveloped ESA areas like mangrove areas,
nesting areas requiring restoration, may be lost, if such stretches are classified under
CMZ II or III. There is a danger  that this  may invite external stakeholders and take
away the opportunity to develop the coastal ecology. This requires  to be addressed in
the  categorization  more carefully.
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Management Methodology
14. Management methodologies of CMZ I, II, III,

IV have to be detailed and generalizations
avoided since they are open to subjective
interpretations leading to multi-stakeholder
conflicts and environmental impact.

15. The action to be taken in case of violations o f
the CMZ Notification, 2008provisions and the
nature and composition of competent
authorities or an appellate system that can
identify and penalize violations need to be
mentioned in the CMZ notification.

16. Clarity  on the management of fishing activity in CMZ Notification, 2008 is required since
it only mentions that ‘there would be no restriction on fishing or fisheries related
activities of local communities’. It does not say anything about the mechanized fishing
and other types of fishing. Types of fishing permitted within 12 nautical miles towards
sea need to be specified. The fisher communities fear that the fishing activities in the 12
nautical miles would be controlled by the Central Government and promote foreign
mechanized vessels to operate in this area.

17. While the seaward boundary in the CMZ Notification, 2008 is extended to 12 nautical
miles into the sea, the rationale behind it is not clear. It appears that this provision has
been made to include the sea-bed and near shore sea waters under coastal zone
management and introduce mining, oil exploration, mechanized fishing activities and
‘mari-culture’ activities. There is a need to define and list activities (permitted/restricted)
in the proposed 12 nautical mile in the sea.

18. The  concept of  ‘Setback Line’  to govern the type and location of activities of the local
communities is a cause of great concern. Practical application of setback line,
particularly its demarcation, which is done purely on  scientific basis without the local
communities’ or authorities’ involvement is highly debatable. Even with the latest
technology, the High Tide Line (HTL) under the CRZ Notification, 1991 has not been
demarcated yet and therefore, the feasibility of demarcating  setback line (which has not
been demonstrated yet) will be a difficult task. The knowledge and capacities of the local
communities in addressing vulnerability reduction has to be considered together with the
technological and scientific methodologies in order to ensure safety of the local
communities. Setback line in itself cannot be a solution to address the issues of
vulnerability. Participants feel that setback line should not become a lakshmanrekha to
the fisher community and their activities.

19. As per CMZ Notification, 2008 new settlements and public utility structures like schools,
markets etc. are not allowed on the sea ward side of the setback line. There is an
apprehension that this would obstruct the development of new houses and basic
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amenities in the existing local settlement area; significantly curtail the accessibility of
the local community to the shore and sea resources; and limit the scope and right of
their future generation to the coastal resources. On the other hand, temporary tourism
structures are allowed on the sea ward side, which in participants view  is a deliberate
attempt to move away local communities, while promoting outside stakeholders to move
closer to the sea. Fear that multi-stakeholder conflicts would then arise is strongly
expressed by the participants.

20. Majority have voiced that the CMZ
Notification, 2008 is open to subjective
interpretation and hence would benefit the
corporate sector, especially, large investors
like tourism, industry, refineries, mining,
besides Special Economic Zones (SEZ)
along the coastal zone. The local
communities in Andhra Pradesh, particularly
feel strongly that CMZ is meant to promote
SEZs and cited examples such as upcoming
port at Visakhapatnam, Information
Techology (IT) companies near Yerrada
Konda fishing village, the proposed Port,
Power plant, Glass factory and Ship building
yard in Prakasam district, Oil drilling
operations in Godavari district etc, where
the local communities are severely affected.
The employment potential for the members
of the fisher communities in any of these
projects is low since their existing skills or
education does not match the requirements
of these projects.

21. The influx of the external stakeholders (especially in coastal SEZs), might lead to the
raise in land value along the coastal stretches thereby pressurizing local communities
to sell their land. This may displace them from the coastal areas and also disrupt their
socio-economic life. Addnakipeta, a fishing village in Kakinada in Andhra Pradesh is an
example for this.

22. The problems of expanding population of the coastal communities and their requirement
of coastal space for their shelter and livelihood needs are inadequately addressed.
Provisions should be made to protect their future resource needs.

23. The new criteria of identifying  CMZ II and  management methodologies   allows  large
scale construction   to take place on the landward side till the “last approved structure or
road” as on 2008. Participants have expressed fear that this may lead to regularization
of illegal structures that came up since CRZ 1991.
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24. The cultural aspects of the fisher folk and
their traditional dependence on the coastal
resources need to be  adequately
addressed in the CMZ. Major concern is
that if CMZ is implemented,  local
communities, especially the fisher folk, will
be marginalized and alienated from the sea
and sea based livelihood activities.

25. ‘No development zones’  concept as in the
CRZ Notification, 1991 need to be
introduced for the protection and

conservation of coastal areas. The CRZ I areas under the CRZ Notification were initially
defined as areas where no activities would be permitted until several amendments were
introduced to dilute the original objective. The proposed CMZ Notification should rectify
this mistake of CRZ Notification, 1991 before the situation worsens by promotion of
developmental activities.

26. Various developmental activities would be allowed as long as they mention the
ecological impacts and measures taken for environmental protection in  Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Plans (ICZMP). However, it is important to implement
environmental protection measures and should not  remain as a blue print without
actual implementation.

27. The experience of the implementation of CRZ Notification, 1991 has shown that
effective actions were not taken to control environmental degradation of the coast even
though there were legal provisions. Participants apprehend that since CMZ provisions
do not appear to decrease the coastal environmental degradation it  may actually
intensify such degradation.

28. CMZ Notification, 2008 has provisions for
constructing  coastal protection structures.
The concern is that  whether these
structures  would be environmentally
friendly  and not  hinder the livelihood
related activities of the  local communities.
For instance, in Pondicherry, sea wall
(protection structure) has  restricted the
accessibility of the fishers to the sea coast
and transportation of their livelihood tools
like boats and nets. The impact of such structures on the coastal morphology, especially
on the sand dunes must not be detrimental or increase the vulnerability of the local
settlements.
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29. Under CMZ Notification, 2008 management methodology, activities like laying of
pipelines and other infrastructures for transportation and storage of chemicals must not
be allowed in and around the coastal habitations and settlement areas. Such activities
would lead to the risk of chemical disasters in coastal areas, especially considering the
vulnerability of the coast to natural hazards.

30. There must be strict regulations for controlling the release of effluents into the sea
which is hazardous for the marine ecosystem. The impact of coastal and marine
pollution has a direct detrimental effect on the livelihoods of the traditional communities,
especially the fishers. The standards for environmental monitoring and assessments
should be periodically revised and strictly monitored.

31. CMZ Notification, 2008 states that bio-sheilds should be planted as protection
measures. Promotion of bio-shield along the coastal areas should not result in such
areas being declared and demarcated as reserve forest area by the forest department
over a period of time. If this happens, it would restrict the accessibility of the local
community to the shore and also take away their basic rights over the coastal space,
resources and livelihood activities as in the case of Koonimedu, a fishing village in
Villupuram District of Tamil Nadu.

32. Clear guidelines should be given on conservation issues for small islands categorized
under CMZ IV, with the focus on the protection of these islands against inundation due
to impact of climate change and ecological degradation.

33. A common management plan for the whole country will not serve the purpose. It has to
be tailor made for different states keeping in mind the diverse coastal environments,
cultures of the coastal communities.

Management structure
34. The roles of the local authorities and state government is ambiguous in the proposed

CMZ Notification, 2008 management structure and methodology. The  basic right and
opportunity for the local communities or their  representatives (Panchayat members) to
participate and plan the activities in their local environment and settlement areas are
highly curtailed in the proposed Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan (ICZMP)
process. Roles of public authorities (including various Government departments like
Fisheries, Environment, Municipal corporation, Block Development Office etc.) should
be well defined along with the methodology for enforcement,  especially in  resolving
multi-stakeholder conflicts.

35. The rights of the local self governments like the panchayats or the municipalities over
the local resource management are very much curtailed as per the provisions of the
CMZ Notification, 2008. Even the state government also does not have decision making
powers on their coastal stretches. The governance of local resources and coastal
stretches would become major issues due to the clause that most of the large
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investment projects will only require the endorsement or approval of the MoEF and not
the local authorities. This essentially means that the local self governments will have no
say when large scale investments are being planned for the coast. This matter needs to
be addressed.

36. The state governments like in Tamil Nadu,
Maharashtra have sought extension to give
their views on the CMZ Notification, 2008.
The local authorities and department officials
of the state government are also concerned
about the implementation procedures of the
CMZ since they themselves are not clear on
the management methodologies and
interpretation of the clauses. In Andhra
Pradesh, some of the officials termed CMZ
as an ‘implementer’s nightmare’. Dr. Subha
Raul, Mayor of Mumbai Municipal

Corporation stated that they are not  clear about the impact of CMZ management
methodologies in urban areas like Mumbai and role clarity of local authorities like
Municipal Corporations.

37. The composition of the national board for coastal zone management as given in the
annexure of the CMZ notification has to be recomposed such that 50% of its members
must represent  local communities .

38. Capacity of institutions for developing Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan
(ICZMP) should be enhanced. Local communities and local authorities must become a
part of such a planning process.

39. The proposed CMZ Notification need to give  details on  the monitoring mechanism  of the
coastal activities. Besides the concerned State Coastal Zone Management Authorities
(SCZMAs) and authorities at the National level local, representatives of the coastal
communities should also be given responsibility  of monitoring as a part of the monitoring
team.

Operationalization of the CMZ
40. CRZ Notification 1991 has enough scope to  manage  coastal zones efficiently if

implemented effectively with some improvements and existing violations penalized.
Hence the need for a new framework like CMZ  calls for a re-examination.

41. Majority of the participants felt that the CRZ 1991 has been diluted through the series of
amendments over the years. Further, ineffective implementation, weak enforcement as
well as violators not being punished have actually made CRZ not achieve its original
objectives. The issue is therefore to strengthen the CRZ and enforce it efficiently rather
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than coming up with a new framework as proposed in CMZ. Therefore implementation
of CRZ, 1991 without existing amendments is recommended.

42. Near all participants have expressed the view that they are not in favour of the CMZ
notification, 2008  and they want it  to be  withdrawn.

43. Majority participants have recommended that
frameworks for coastal management must be
brought out as an Act rather than a notification with
traditional rights of fisher communities over coastal
lands and waters protected. Legislative assembly
should debate on such policies before being taken
up for implementation.

Amendments
44. People have felt that the very fact that an

amendment (dt.9th May,2008) to include Green Field Airports has been notified on the
existing draft CMZ Notification, 2008 (published on 1st May, 2008) within a week of
publishing the original notification actually indicates the last minute inclusion of
demands of the industrial and tourism lobby rather than a real need for the local
community. The notification mentions about “Green Field Airports”. However, the people
are not aware of the term “Green Field Airport”. It is also not clear as to how Green
Field Airport it would be beneficial to the local community.

45. Looking at the experience of CRZ Notification, 1991 which was amended many times,
there is a concern  that CMZ Notification, 2008 will also go through series of
amendments. Participants are of the view that, notifications which can be easily
amended cannot protect the coasts from degradation. In the longer run, the CMZ
Notification does not benefit the marginalized and it often becomes the law for them.
They fear that industries use their clout to amend it and  further amendments would be
made to suit the interests of industry, tourism, mining and real estate lobbies. This
disparity needs to be addressed.

Others concerns and view points
46. Participants feel  that the State Governments are

responsible to initiate and host public consultations
which will have  local, state and nation wide
implications. The notification document  should  be
available to the local communities in their local
language and in simplified versions so that they
are well aware of the contents of the notification.
Peoples participation in policy formulation is very
important.

Major Concerns and Majority View Points
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47. Traditional fisher folk should be recognized as a ‘special community’ in the similar
fashion as  tribals in forest area. Their basic rights should be respected and their sole
dependence on sea and coastal resources for their shelter and livelihood needs to be
protected. It is important to  recognize the fact that sea for fishermen is like land for a
farmer and forest for tribal communities.

48. The coastal environment has already witnessed large scale destruction of mangroves,
pollution, mining and land reclamation over the years since CRZ 1991 was notified. This
has also resulted in decreased fish stocks and marine biodiversity, further affecting the
livelihood of the traditional communities, especially of the fishers. Therefore, any
coastal management need to consider  protection and conservation of  marine
resources and coastal ecosystem.

49. There is a need to map the overall ecological status and level of degradation of the
coastal zones across the country. Developmental activities should be planned on this
baseline data of  coastal zone. The cumulative impact of various development activities
spread across the coastal stretches  must be considered for long term planning and
management.

50. Considering the vulnerability of the coast due to impact of global warming, Integrated
Coastal Zone Management Plan must focus on livelihood security of the local community
and ecological protection rather than mere development goals.

Corporate bodies viewpoints (from Gujarat)
Respondents  from corporate and industrial sector was in minority  (2% of the total
respondents). These are some of their view points, emerged particularly in Gujarat
consultations from this group.

The objective of the notification is to manage the coastal zone instead of merely regulating
it. While  CMZ notification will lead to optimum utilization of coast,  there is no clarity on
many aspects of the notification  and are very ambiguous, so much so that the industries
have difficulty in reaching a conclusion as to which activities pose  problems and what
would not. For instance, ‘development of the landward side of the setback line in CMZ II
areas shall be as per the local town and country planning rules existing on the day of
notification’ requires clarification with respect to industries and ports. There has to be clarity
on what kind of industries and through what process can come up in the coastal areas.
There is lack of clarity whether the ancillary activities like warehouses and go-downs on the
coasts will be allowed or not. Also, there is no clarity on already established industries and
their modernization.

Port and port based SEZ/industrial activities should be permissible subject to Environmental
Impact Assessment and due incorporation of the environmental safeguards.

CMZ clearance should not be routed through the concerned State Authority to avoid the
delay and duplication of the scrutiny process. Similarly, the State Authority while scrutiny of



the applications which they are empowered
should not ask the same to be routed through
the local authorities.

Clarity is also required whether all sand
beaches, mudflats, salt marshes, freshwater
creeks are categorized as CMZ I (Ecolgocially
Sensitive Areas, ESA). This would mean there
would not be any activity which requires water
front and foreshore facilities that can come up in
CMZ areas without touching the ESA. According
to them, major coastal stretches can fall into
CMZ I since coastlines would be either be beach areas or mudflats or salt marshes. The
nesting grounds of birds are included in ESA. It is however difficult to demarcate such
areas.

Participants in almost all consultations,  especially the local communities and NGOs have
appreciated  MoEF  for  initiating public consultations on draft CMZ notification, 2008 .
Participants  have attended these consultations because they are  commissioned by MoEF,
facilitated by CEE with the hope  that their viewpoints would be valued by the Ministry.
Respondents have requested that  their view points  on  CMZ should lead to more practical,
effective  and dynamic approach  for managing and regulating activities in the coastal zone
for conserving and protecting the coastal resources and coastal environment; and for
ensuring protection of asic rights and livelihood needs of coastal communities.

A glimpse of participants expressions captured  in video and audio recordings by CEE
during various consultations are submitted along with this report.
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Gujarat 31-07-08 Veraval Veraval Industries Association
(VIA)

09-08-08 Bhadreshwar SETU, Bhadreshwar

3 20-08-08 Ahmedabad
Maharashtra 19-08-08 Mumbai Srushtidnyan

2 20-08-08 Chiplun Srushtidnyan

Goa 9 08-08-08 Panaji
17-08-08 Colva, Colva beach,
 to13-09-08 Mapusa, Majorda, Goa Civic and Consumer Action

Velim, Canacona, Network (GOACAN)
St.Estevam, Vasco

Karnataka 13-08-08 Ankola Canara Green Academy, Sirsi
14-08-08 Honnavar Canara Green Academy, Sirsi

3 16-08-08 Mangalore College of Fisheries, Mangalore

Kerala 08-08-08 Thiruvananthapuram Trivandrum Social Service
Society

13-08-08 Ernakulam Rotary Club of Tripunithura
Royale

3 22-08-08 Thalassery Nettur Technical Training
Foundation (NTTF) &
Tellicherry Rotary Club

Tamil Nadu 08-08-2008 Nagarkovil Society for Education and
Development (SED)

09-08-2008 Thoothukudi Tamil Nadu Multipurpose Social
Service Society & TRUE -
Vision

6 13-08-2008 Puducherry Holistic approach for People’s
Empowerment (HOPE)

6.1a Public Consultation schedule on Coastal Management Zone
(CMZ) Notification, 2008 conducted by Centre for Environment
Education (CEE)

State No. of
Consul-
tations

Date of
Consulta-
tion

Venue Partner Organization

Annexure6
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State No. of
Consul-
tations

Date of
Consulta-
tion

Venue Partner Organization

Public Consultation schedule

14-08-2008 Karaikal South Indian Federation of
Fishermen Societies (SIFFS)

16-08-2008 Ramanathapuram Integrated Rural Workers
Organisation (IRWO), SIFFS &
ARIF

21-08-2008 Chennai Gandhian Unit for Integrated
Development Education
(GUIDE)

Andhra 26-7-08 Visakhapatnam Traditional Fishermen Service
Pradesh Organisation (TFSO)

29-7-08 Kakinada (TFSO), State Institute of
Fisheries Technology (SIFT)

31-7-08 Chirala (TFSO)
2-8-08 Repalle (TFSO)

5 22-8-08 Hyderabad Andhra Pradesh State
Pollution Control Board

Orissa 3 04-08-08 Balasore WWF Orissa Chapter & United
06-08-08 Konark Artists Association
07-08-08 Chhatrapur

West Bengal 1 13-08-08 Dhamakhali Society for Environment &
(North 24 Parganas) Development (ENDEV)

9 coastal 35 con- 26-07-08 to
states sulta- 13-09-08 24 partners

tions
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6.1 b Map of India showing the CMZ Notification, 2008 public consultation
locations along the coastline conducted by CEE
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6.2 Summary of State viewpoints
Summary of each State viewpoints given here includes, consolidation/ compilation of all the
view points expressed during all the consultations held in the State. The State Summary
Report follows the geographical order beginning with Gujarat and ends with West Bengal.

Gujarat
No. of consultations : 3 - Veraval (Southern coast ), Bhadreshwar (Northern coast ),

Ahmedabad
No of participants : 196
Partners : Veraval Industries Association, Setu (Bhadreshwar)

Major concerns
In Gujarat, the major apprehension was that CMZ Notification, 2008 would marginalize and
displace the local communities and therefore wanted it to be withdrawn.

View points
1. CMZ Notification 2008 does not seem to benefit the local communities and they fear

that it often becomes the law for them while, the industry uses its clout to amend it and
flout it. This disparity needs to be addressed.

2. A comprehensive “Act” for coastal management with strong enforcement is needed and
until then CRZ Notification 1991 should be enforced.

3. The coastal policy and legislation has to be tailor made for different states keeping in
mind the different coastal environments of the country.

Participation by Gender
Gujarat

Male (%)
85%

Female 
(%)
15%

Male
(%)

Female 
(%)

Stakeholder Participation
Gujarat

Local 
Community 

36%

NGOs/ 
Trade 
Union
28%

Public 
Authorities

3%

Others
18%

Corporate
15%

Local Community 

NGOs/ Trade Union

Public Authorit ies

Others

Corporate
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4. The major concern about the CMZ notification, 2008 is that it will displace and
marginalize the primarily stakeholders - ‘Fishing community’ in particular from the coast
by restricting their access to the sea due to the other development work that might be
permitted and subsequent degradation leading to loss of biodiversity and ultimately the
livelihood, through decline in fish catch. CMZ Notificaiton, 2008 has not taken in to
account the livelihoods rights of the fishermen.

5. Clear guidelines or methodology for zone identification, especially for CMZ I areas are
needed. Terms like “traditional fishing” needs definition/elaboration. The notification
mentions that the fishing activities would not be ‘disturbed’. The word ‘disturbed’ in
context of fishing community is very broad and often leads to disputes.

6. Some of the text of the Notification is not clear. For instance, a line in Appendix II 6
reads as ‘Coastal freshwater bodies such as creeks, lakes ……” Here the term fresh
water is confusing. Similarly, there is no clarity on whether the identified Ecologically
Sensitive Areas (ESA) will be notified as in protected areas.

7. Clarity on the competent authority to address the grievances related to coastal zone
multi-stakeholder conflicts and punitive action for non-compliance to the provisions , is
required. CMZ Notification, 2008 mentions EIA for many of the activities but the
experience shows that it does not reduce the impact on the natural resources. There is
a requirement for involvement of local community in preparation of plans and
assessment of the carrying capacity of the ecosystem.

8. Not many institutions are capable of developing and implementing Integrated Coastal
Zone Management Plan (ICZMP). Role of the local communities in ICZMP is not
mentioned in the notification. It is unclear how activities will be handled amongst
various government departments concerned with implementation of CZM Notification,
2008. While the notification names several public authorities, such as local government
institutions, state coastal zone management authorities and the central government, it
does not clearly spell out the functions of each body with respect to managing the
coastal zone. Also, there is no mention of an appellate system for resolving multi-
stakeholder conflicts.

9. The criteria for categorizing CMZ II and management methodology is feared, would
bring in a large number of coastal villages under rapid urbanization. Since the concept
of “No Development Zone” has been done away in the new (CMZ) notification, there
would be large scale construction activities in the coastal zone.

10. Some aspects like delineation of the setback line to be prepared in two years period
appears very ambitious. The methodology listed for demarcation of the setback line is
very complex and technically difficult considering the fact that the High Tide Line (HTL)
has not been demarcated even after many years of implementation of CRZ notification
(1991).

11. There is a need to map the level of degradation of the coastal zones and monitor the
status on a periodic basis. The management methodology of coastal zone must ensure
that the further degradation of ecosystems is prevented.
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12. While CRZ Notification, 1991 took into account the resources available, ecology and
was value based; the drafting CMZ Notification, 2008 appears to serve only economic
interests at the cost of coastal ecology. The CMZ Notification, 2008 does not address
the problems and issues of CRZ Notification, 1991. For instance, it has not considered
the steps to be taken for cases of violations of the CRZ 1991 Notification violations.
CRZ Notification, 1991 was amended many times since its original notification and
there is a concern that there is no assurance that CMZ Notification, 2008 will not be
amended especially on

13. the key concerns such as the rights of local communities like fisher-folk.

14. Views of the representatives of the corporate sector, which were in minority (2 %) are
as follows:

15. The Gujarat coast has been used for economic benefits, not worrying much about the
environmental cost. In this regard, the Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan
(ICZMP) is a good opportunity to address the needs and issues of the coast into
account. Sustainable Development means utilization of natural capital for economical
benefits. This needs to be kept in mind while developing the ICZMP. According to them,
there is no clarity on the modernization of the already established industries and also
permission to the ancillary activities like warehouses and go-downs on the coasts. They
noted that the draft CMZ Notification, 2008 circulated is very ambiguous, so much so
that the industries have difficulty in reaching a conclusion as to what activities are
permitted/ restricted.

16. In CMZ Notification, 2008, issues like development of the landward side of the setback
line in CMZ II areas “ shall be as per the local town and country planning rules as
existed on the day of this notification”, requires clarification with respect to industries
and ports. In absence of proper guidelines / methodology for regulating the activities,
the concerned Government Authorities may start receiving and processing the
applications for clearance purposes, which certainly is not the objective of the
Notification. The application of CMZ clearance should not be routed through the
concerned State Authority to avoid delay and duplication of the scrutiny process.
Similarly, the State Authority while scrutinizing the applications they are empowered to,
should not receive applications routed through the local authorities.

17. All sand beaches, mudflats, salt marshes, freshwater creeks including the nesting
grounds of birds are proposed in CMZ I category which are essentially Ecologically
Sensitive Areas (ESA). It is however difficult to demarcate such areas since they are
found throughout the coastline. This means that there would not be any activity which
requires water front and foreshore facilities in any of the CMZ areas without disturbing
ESAs . However, the port and port based SEZ / industrial activities should be
permissible, subject to Environmental Impact Assessment and with due incorporation of
the environmental safeguards.
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Maharashtra
No. of consultations : 2 Mumbai (Covering northern coast) , Chiplun Covering

Southern coast )

No of participants : 200

Partners : Srushtidnyan

Major concerns
Major concern in Maharastra was that the CMZ Notification,2008 does not offer protection
to the rights and livelihood of the fishing and other local communities, also to the coastal
ecology. Dr. Subha Raul, Mayor of Mumbai Municipal Corporation expressed the concern of
Mumbai Municipal Corporation on the kind of role local authorities like the BMC will play in
the implementation of the notification. Earnest concerns were also raised about the future of
Mumbai city. Participants were unanimous in not favouring or supporting the CMZ
Notification, 2008. On the other hand they strongly felt that the Coastal Regulation Zone
(CRZ) Notification, 1991 to be implemented with certain amendments.

View points
1. There is a fear of negative impacts of CMZ Notification, 2008 on the lifestyle, livelihood

and basic rights of the fisher community. The new draft notification would open up the
coast for commercial activities such as tourism, industries and other infrastructure
related activities. If these industries are allowed, there would be conflicts of interest and
the local fishing communities would be badly affected and their very livelihood would be
in stake. If allied industries are allowed on the coast there may be every chance that
fishing communities might be relocated beyond 500 meters. In this case it is a violation
of livelihood rights of the local fishing communities. Fishing communities need to be on
the shore for their daily activities.

2. Management practices have not been detailed and appear ambiguous in the draft CMZ
Notification, 2008.

Stakeholder Participation
Maharashtra

Local Community 
50%NGOs/ Trade 

Union
45%

Public Authorities
0%

Others
5%

Corporate
0%

Local Community 

NGOs/ Trade Union

Public Autho rities

Others

Corporate

Participation by Gender 
Maharashtra

Male (%)
80%

Female 
(%)
20%

Male
(%)

Female 
(%)

30



3. The role of coastal village panchayat members and other local public authorities in the
implementation of CMZ is not clear. They should be involved in Integrated Coastal Zone
Management Plan (ICZMP).

4. The local communities fear that the existing violations of CRZ notification, 1991 will get
regularized in the new CMZ Notification, 2008, thus benefiting law breakers .

5. While planning for CMZ activities as per the notification provisions, it is important to
realize the implications of these on the coastal cities and not just the original residents /
local communities of the coast.

6. In the last 17 years of CRZ existence, High Tide Line (HTL), Low Tide Line (LTL) has
not been demarcated. However, the new CMZ notification aims at demarcating the
setback line in period of 2 years which requires significant level of information and
technology, and therefore appears a difficult proposition. Local community should be
involved in the process of demarcating the setback line.

7. Construction of dwelling units and other construction within the seaward side of the
setback line should be permissible for the local fishing communities and fishing related
activities and not for other commercial activities.

8. Public consultations are important for people to contribute meaningful inputs and hence
this process should be adopted before formulating new policies and plans for coastal
areas.

9. CRZ Notification, 1991 should be strengthened bringing in the possible good points of
CMZ wherever possible and strictly enforced. CRZ 1991 has indeed protected the rights
of the local communities and therefore it should be continued. Coastal Zone
Management Plan as required by present CRZ notification 1991 should be implemented
ensuring participation of fishing community recognizing them as a legitimate right
holders and custodian of coastal and fishery resources. Constitution gives traditional
and customary rights to the fisher communities which should be protected.

10. The local communities and Community Based Organizations (CBO) opined that there
should be a comprehensive national policy for conservation of coastal and marine
biodiversity and for protection of customary use of traditional livelihood practices
dependent on coastal resources. It should be enacted through a participatory process
on the basis of public consultations.
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Goa
No. of consultations : 8 (2- Colva, Mapusa, Majorda,Velim, Canacona,  St. Estevam,

Vasco)
No of participants : 1000
Partners : Goa Civic and Consumer Action Network (GOACAN)

Major concerns
The participants have expressed a strong concern abut the introduction of a new framework
for coastal area management in the form of CMZ Notification, 2008 despite the existing CRZ
Notification, 1991. Instead of bringing out a new framework, participants felt that
strengthening CRZ 1991 notification and stopping violations would have been made for
more effective implementation of CRZ. It is evident that the CRZ 1991 being “regulatory” in
nature, all the activities detrimental to the coastal ecology were banned within the 500
meters from High Tide Line (HTL) which has so far protected the traditional fishing
communities living very close to the coast. CRZ Notification, 1991 has helped to protect the
interests and rights of fishing communities along the coast thus. Hence participants are of
the opinion that CMZ notification, 2008 should be withdrawn and CRZ notification, 1991
should be strengthened by drawing some of the good features of CMZ like set back line.

View points
1. Impact of the 17 years of CRZ implementation (which is regulatory notification) is that

there have been rampant violation that has lead to destruction of the coastal ecology
which the authority has not managed to stop therefore it is hard to believe how the new
framework like helps protect and scientifically manage the coastal resources.
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2. In CRZ notification, 1991; activities within 500 meters from the HTL is set highly
regulated and restricted. In the new CMZ notification, 2008 this provision is not clear
and the activities are based on the location of the setback line, which is variable. Also,
there has been no exercise before CMZ draft notification to mark or demonstrate the set
back line, develop ICZMP and so on and therefore its practical implementation and
effectiveness is doubtful and needs to be re-examined.

3. While CMZ does not protect fishing communities by allowing and managing all other
activities, CRZ protects the coastal fishing community by not permitting construction
and settlements other than that of the fishing communities within the first 200 meters of
HTL.

4. In CMZ, 12 nautical miles have been taken under the coastal management zone and
various activities are proposed to be allowed in this area while the coastal waters were
not taken in to regulation in CRZ. If commercial activities are allowed fishing
communities will face a grave situation, especially in terms of their livelihood.

5. The drafting process of the CMZ notification 2008 is controversial.

6. It is hard to believe that CMZ offers Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan when
there is no such plan in place for 17 years of the existence of CRZ.

7. If CMZ comes into force, there is fear that all the violations of CRZ would be
regularized.

8. Building new airports along the coast, mining, construction of Jetties, harbours are
detrimental to the coast of Goa and it hampers the traditional fishing.

9. It is also cause of concern that various activities are allowed in CMZ III which could be
detrimental to the coastal ecology and in no way help the traditional fishing
communities.
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Karnataka
No. of consultations : 3 ( Ankola and Honnavar covering northern part of the coast,

Mangalore covering southern part of the coast )
No of participants : 234
Partners : Canara Green Academy, Sirsi College of Fisheries, Mangalore

Participation by Gender
 Karnataka

Male (%)
85%

Female 
(%)
15%

M ale (%)

Female 
(%)

Major concerns
Participants including the local communities, traditional fisher associations like the Akhila
Karnataka Fishermen Parishad and NGOs expressed the concern that the CMZ
Notification, 2008 will not benefit the coastal communities. On the other hand, it will disturb
their livelihoods, traditional lifestyles and even the existing habitations in the coastal areas.
Nearly all the participants opposed CMZ notification 2008 which they felt favours the
industrial sector and marginalizes the coastal communities.

View points
1. CMZ has no precautionary and protective principles of CRZ 1991. CMZ notification is

clearly being introduced to allow access to wide range of activities without any concern
for the carrying capacity of the coast. CMZ will set the stage for a rapid urbanization of
the coast which will be disastrous for the eco-system and environment.

2. The new criteria of categorizing the zones and management methodologies which
allows large scale construction to take place on the landward side particularly in CMZ II
till the “last approved structure or road” as on 2008 will lead to regularisation of illegal
structures that came up since 1991 violating the current CRZ –II areas.

3. CMZ would lead to the denial of the right of fisher communities to live near the coast
that is vital for their livelihood ; displacement of fishermen by new ‘developments’ on the
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coast; initiation of conflicts with external stakeholders due subjective interpretation of
the CMZ Notification, 2008 clauses as in Gangavaram and Surya Lanka, the fishing
villages in Dakshina Kannada district . The focus of the coastal management must be to
protect the coastal ecosystem, and thereby improve the fishing livelihoods which are
dependent on the ecosystem.

4. While 12 nautical miles in the sea is included in the CMZ regime , purpose of this
inclusion is not very clear and appears to legalise the use of the sea for various
purposes including “mari-culture”. There is a need to define and list activities in the
proposed 12 nautical miles of sea .

5. The “set back line” which is yet to be demarcated will be a “Lakshman rekha” for
construction of community dwelling units and related activities.

6. There is no clarify on the setback line if there will be changes over a period of time
based on the changes in geography and vulnerability of the coast. Involvement of local
authorities and local communities in demarcating the setback line is not mentioned in
the notification.

7. There is no clarity on the activities on the banks of river influenced by the tidal action.

8. CMZ has a provision to construct coastal protection structures. Such structures should
not hinder fishing and other fisheries related activities .

9. Since the local bodies on the coast with more than 400 persons per square kilometer,
come under “Areas of Particular Concern” and hence in CMZ II, most of the coastal
fishing villages in Karnataka coast will come under CMZ II opeing up the coast to the
external stakeholders.

10. The structure and processes followed in ICZMP and the involvement of local authorities
and communities in the development of plan is not clear.

11. A study on the intensity of anthropogenic intervention in the coastal areas and risk
assessment or impact assessment must be conducted for ICZMP.

12. Activities like fish processing units, recreational activities, tourism, power plants, and
discharge of treated effluents must be closely monitored and local representatives
involved so that the pollution on the coastal area and sea water is checked and
remedial measures identified thus improving the coastal ecosystem

13. Implement the original CRZ notification 1991, and ensure its strict enforcement
Violators should be punished . Withdraw the proposed CMZ notification

14. Develop and implement coastal zone management plans ( as required by the CRZ
notification), ensuring participation of the fishing community in the process, recognising
them as the legitimate right holders and custodians of coastal and fisheries resources.

15. Enact a comprehensive national legislation for conservation of coastal and marine
biodiversity, through participatory process.
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16. Ensure that the traditional and customary rights of fisher people over coastal lands and
waters are legally recognised and protected.

17. The local government or the concerned authorities have not made CRZ and CMZ
available in the local languages, which makes the community difficult to be aware of or
understand and voice their opinion. The state government should be made responsible
for enabling such a mechanism and involve Panchayats in the process.
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Kerala
No. of consultations : 3 ( Thiruvananthapuram (South Kerala) , Ernakulam

(Central Kerala)and Thalassery (North Kerala )
No of participants : 260
Partners : Trivandrum Social Service Society (TSSS), Rotary club of

Tripunithura Royale, Nittur Technical Training Foundation
(NTTF), Thalassery Rotary Club, Dr. Sanjeeva Ghosh
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Major concerns
Major concern expressed in all the 3 consultation revolved round the fishing communities
and their livelihood. Participants were unhappy that while formulating CMZ, the fisher
communities were not been consulted. The views of the local self governments including
those of the fisheries department have also not been considered. If implemented, CMZ
would actually be an authoritarian law that would be enforced on the people without their
consent. CMZ, in its present form, should not be taken forward before discussions are held
with the community at the panchayat level.

Another concern was that the violations of CRZ notification, 1991 are likely to be
regularized by CMZ. The very fact that an amendment has been notified on CMZ
notification, 2008 within a week of its notification “ to consider proposals for developing
green filed airport …. ”shows that the law is likely to be diluted to suit the interests of
industry, tourism, mining and real estate lobbies.

View points
1. CMZ is vague on many key issues and liable to misinterpretation. CMZ favours large

investment sectors like tourism, industry, refineries, mining, besides SEZs. Once these
lobbies start their activities on the coast, the fisher community’s access to the sea and
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its resources will be curtailed or even denied. Their livelihood, settlements and culture
will become insecure lead to migration for survival. The fisher community being one of
the poorest communities in the state and their status is equivalent to the backward
community, displacing them from the coastal environment will make them refugees
since they will not be allowed to carry on with the occupation they have been born into,
the compensation they get for their property will be not even a fraction of what they
actually lose and their tradition, culture and customs will die. Tourism, industry, mining,
SEZs should not be promoted at the cost of the livelihood and settlements of the fisher
community and their access to the coastal resources. The fisher communities should
also have access to development and education, but this should not be at the cost of
their livelihoods and settlements.

2. The coast belongs to the fisher community by tradition – do not alienate this community
from their homeland.

3. It is impractical to have one uniform framework like CMZ Notification, 2008 enforced
across the coastal states of India. Each coast is different and requires a different kind of
plan for its development and protection. In Kerala, the coast in each district is different
from any other. Site specific plans are required for each coast/district.

4. Economic activities, particularly booming tourism is a cause of concern. Tourism though
is an income generating activity, destructive to the coast. It will bring in elements like
star hotels, luxury resorts, secluded paces, all of which will reduce the community’s
access to the sea and the coast, and thereby their occupation and livelihood. Their
culture will also be affected with the introduction of an alien culture and ways. Other
investors like industries and mining will also displace them from the coast.

5. The rights of the local self governments like the Panchayats or the municipalities, and
sometimes even the state government, are being transgressed upon or diluted due to
the clause that most of the large investment projects will require the endorsement or
approval of the MoEF. This essentially means that the local self governments will have
no say when large scale investments are being planned for the coast.

6. The setback line is not very clear to anybody. The factors mentioned in as criteria for
fixing the setback line does not include the local communities’ views or even the state
government’s assessment or feedback. The setback line should not become a
lakshmanrekha to the fisher communities and their activities. The concept of setback
line has been introduced mainly because of the recent tsunami. While fixing the setback
line, the indigenous and traditional knowledge of the coastal community should be
taken into account, since the community knows the sea and the coast intimately. Due to
the climate change phenomenon, the data related to the various factors will vary
considerably; hence instead of fixing the setback line, it should be reviewed periodically
against such changes.

7. In the case of Kerala, a state characterized by backwaters and more than 40 rivers,
most of the inland water bodies which will be affected by high tide, will come under
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CMZ III. Hence while CRZ affects only the sea coast, CMZ will affect the inland water
bodies also. This means industries like coir and common people’s right to build homes
on the banks of inland water bodies where they have traditionally owned land, will also
be affected.

8. Going by the density of population criterion, the entire coast of Kerala will come under
CMZ II, as the density of population in the coastal panchayats is 400 or more. Since
many restrictions are placed on construction and extension activities in this zone, the
settlements of the fisher community, largely falling within this zone will be affected. They
will not be able to build extensions to their homes or schools for their children. This is
ironic as at the same time, huge constructions may come up in the same region as part
of development plans. This is as good as denying development to the fisher community.

9. Though CMZ mentions environment protection as one of its objectives, there are no
clear clauses laid down for ensuring this. Marine biodiversity and resources need to be
protected and nurtured strictly. Kerala coast had in earlier days a huge mangrove
ecology which has been lost now except in pockets in Kannur district. Mangrove
plantation should be encouraged and restored to ensure protection of the coast from
disasters. Marine biodiversity and resources consisting millions of life forms cannot be
protected by placing a restriction of 12 nautical miles. The entire oceanic ecosystem
needs to be protected for which clear cut guidelines should be laid down by law. Only if
these life forms have a conducive environment to flourish, fisheries will also flourish.
This concern is missing in CMZ which only mentions this aspect in passing and does
not elaborate on it. The categorization of eco sensitive regions is faulty – while inland
mudbanks are mentioned, many other areas like estuaries are missed out. Ensure
protection of the coastal environment, marine biodiversity and coastal ecosystems
through stringent measures.

10. The composition of the national board for coastal zone management as given in the
annexure reveals that actual fisher communities representatives are just one male and
one female, and their organizational representatives are just three. The rest of the 32
member board is filled with ministers, officials, scientists and experts who may or may
not have experience or knowledge of the coast. This board should be re-composed with
50% of the members being direct community representatives and the rest officials,
experts, etc. Ensure participation of the community as well as local self governments in
all decision making relating to the coast.

11. Any new law should be formulated only after extensive discussions with the coastal
community at the panchayat level.

12. CRZ, though regulatory in nature, was more favourable to the fisher community and
also towards environment protection. It was more specific and clearer than CMZ.
Violations should not be regularised and all the violators of CRZ should be punished.
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13. CMZ should be scraped and CRZ should be implemented without diluting it with the
amendments made. Include some good points like setback line from CMZ, but ensure it
is fixed with the participation of the local community, panchayat and state government,
besides scientific institutions.
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Tamil Nadu
No. of consultations : 6 (Kanyakumari , Tutukudi , Ramanathapuram (covering

southern coast) Karaikal, Pondicherry, Chennai (covering
northern coast)

No of participants : 1000

Partners : Gandhian Unit for Integrated Development Education (GUIDE),
South Indian Federation of Fishermen Societies(SIFFS),Society
for Education and Development (SED), Tamil nadu Multipurpose
Social Service Society(TMSSS), Holistic Appraoch for Peoples
Empowerment (HOPE), ARIF, Integrated Rural Workers
Organization (IRWO), TRUE VISION

The major concerns
Major concern expressed about the CMZ framework is that it displaces coastal
communities, curtailing their rights on coastal resources.

View Points
1. The expert committee report has not considered traditional knowledge in deciding the

management plan in CMZ. This may result in irrelevant plans.

2. With the regulating agencies finding it difficult to control or regulate activities in the CRZ
zones which are clearly demarcated, it may be difficult to “manage” the coasts in case
of CMZ where the setback line is yet to be demarcated.

3. The Government has already allowed several establishments like beach resorts,
strategic installations (defense projects) , ports and harbours which are prohibited
under the existing CRZ notification. The introduction of CMZ will only to seek legal
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sanctity to such violations curtailing the rights of livelihood of fisher communities. It also
threatens the cultural and social environment of the local community making coast
unsafe for women in particular.

4. Legislation to protect the rights of the fishing communities over the sea and its
resources should be brought in, just like the tribal legislation

5. CMZ does not recognize the needs of the increasing population of the coastal
communities like land , housing, livelihood.

6. The new notification is undemocratic and non-transparent and local communities have
not been consulted in its formulation. It seems to favour the corporate sector.

7. There is no clarity in CMZ on the protection and management of the coastal biodiversity

8. The concept of CMZ seems to be based on the Integrated coastal zone management
plan developed for western countries which is not a very successful model.

9. The chances of the set-back line falling beyond the local administrative boundaries
would imply that the local administration would actually be governed by the Centre.

10. The existing port and airports in coastal zone have not provided employment
opportunities for the communities affected or displaced. Therefore allowing more such
development projects will only reduce the chances of livelihood opportunities of the
coastal communities.

11. The setback line prohibiting the construction of schools and market place on the
seaward side may deprive large number of school going children of their basic need for
education, since these schools may come up far from their settlement areas.

12. Tourism related activities such as temporary constructions, water sports facilities along
the coast should not be allowed near the habitations.

13. Extraction of chemicals and permitting the laying of pipelines as conduit for chemicals
must not be allowed on the coast to avoid chemical accidents.

14. National Board for Sustainable Coastal Zone Management must have greater
representation from the local coastal communities (fishing, agriculture, and others).

15. Under CMZ, raising bio-shields may result in the areas being demarcated as a reserve
forest area by the forest department which may prohibit fishing activities and
accessibility to the coast as in the case of Koonimedu,a fishing village in Villupuram
District of Tamil Nadu.

16. The miners involved in the coastal sand mining have already trespassed into areas
beyond the permissible zones. With the CMZ encouraging the establishment of newer
mining set-ups and with no or very minimal monitoring measures in place, it would only
further deteriorate the coastal sand-dunes, which are the natural barriers.

17. Instead of bringing a new notification, CRZ notification should be improved and
effectively implemented.
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Andhra Pradesh

No. of consultations : 5 ( Vishakapatnam, Kakinada, Chirala. Repalle and
Hyderabad)

No of participants : 524
Partners : Traditional Fishermen Service Organization ( TFSO)

Major concerns
The major concern expressed in these consultations on CMZ Notification, 2008 is that it
severely affects the livelihood of the local communities and their traditional lifestyle.
According to the coastal communities the rationale of CMZ Notification,2008 is not clear
and convincing, therefore fear that CMZ Notification, 2008 opens up the coastal space and
resources to the Special Economic Zone (SEZ), limiting their rights and access to coastal
resources. Entire fishermen community has argued that the CMZ Notification, 2008 is
equivalent to that of Special Economic Zone (SEZ) which threatens them to move away
from their only source of livelihood – the sea. In the support of their argument participants
have even narrated their recent conflicts with Government and Private Companies on the
issues of relocation /evacuation of their hamlets/villages for the proposed development
activities along the coast such as upcoming port at Visakhapatnam, Information Technology
companies near Yerrada Konda, proposed Port, Power plant, Glass factory and Ship
building yard in Prakasam district, Oil drilling operations in Godavari district. They have
stated that several rallies and protests have been organized to highlight their issues and
petitions on the same, have been submitted to the concerned authorities.
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View points
1. While Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) Notification, 1991 has a mandate for protection

of the coastal environment, CMZ Notification, 2008 appears to be more ‘development’
or industry driven. Explanation of why CRZ Notification, 1991 was replaced with is not
clear and convincing. The advantages and disadvantages of CRZ Notification,1991
need to be considered before brining a new frame work.

2. The unanimous response to CMZ Notification, 2008 in all the 5 consultations is to
withdraw the CMZ Notification, 2008 notification and improve the CRZ and emerge an
“Act ”and implement the same after setting up efficient mechanisms of enforcement.
Penalties for trespassing the CRZ Notification, 1991 regulations should be made clear
and enforcement mechanism should be set up. Action should be taken on all violators
immediately.

3. Fishermen communities who are the major stakeholders should be involved or
consulted by the review committee during the process of formulation of new framework.

4. While 500 meters demarcation as in CRZ Notification, 1991 should remain, setback line
concept of CMZ can be integrated into CRZ. In cases where the setback line falls
beyond the 500 meters of high tide line, then it can be considered as landward
boundary for the coastal zone. However, coastal and fishermen communities should be
consulted before demarcating the setback line.

5. The places where the existing mangrove are degraded or lost should still be
categorized under CRZ I or CMZ zone I and not under any other zones with the pretext
that there are no standing mangroves as of now. Also efforts should be made by the
Government towards restoring the mangroves. Institutes and NGOs who are working
towards mangrove restoration should be encouraged.

6. Even though the CMZ Notification, 2008 clearly states that none of the fishery related
activities by traditional fishermen communities will be disturbed, restrictions will be
imposed due to developmental activities especially by the external stakeholders, their
settlements are already being identified as coastal corridors and tensions between the
local communities, Government and Private companies for land acquisition have
already stated. One major recommendation is to consider the sea as the major source
of livelihood for fishermen as in case of forest for tribals and make the Act as strong as
tribal Act where no external stakeholder can occupy the land or use the land.

7. There should be strict regulations for controlling the release of effluents into the sea
which is hazardous for the fish spawning. Even though the effluents are treated, factors
such as temperature of the effluent will still affect the spawning. While there are
restrictions on fishing during some seasons, there are no such restrictions for effluent
release and hence these regulations should be revised once again keeping this in view.

8. The activities that might happen in the 12 nautical miles (territorial waters) need to be
listed out and no activity which threatens the livelihoods of fishermen should be
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allowed. Tourism and Mari-culture including aqua culture operations near the coast
need to be restricted. A comprehensive legislation is the need of the hour to protect the
marine resources, fishermen rights and to protect the ecology. Traditional rights of
fishermen should be clearly stated.

9. Consultations should cover substantial representation of fisher communities and
panchayats and decision should be taken only after considering their opinion.

10. Clear guidelines for categorization of island villages should be given and protection of
the same should be ensured in the wake of global warming.
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Orissa
No. of consultations : 3 ( Balasore – covering northern coast of Orissa, Konark covering

central coast and, Chhatrapur covering southern part of the coast )
No of participants : 170
Partners : WWF, Orissa chapter and United artists Association

Major concerns
Participants unanimously have not favoured CMZ 2008 and called for a withdrawal of the
Notification since they feel that this notification is discriminatory favouring the external
stakeholders. Participants recommend the strengthening of the CRZ, 1991 with a primary
focus on protection of the rights of the traditional fisher folk, their livelihood needs and
coastal ecology. A comprehensive Act needs to be in place for coastal management.

View points
1. The violations in CRZ are being regularized in the name of CMZ. Since its formulation

CRZ 1991, is not implemented effectively. Hence there are doubts regarding the
effective implementation of CMZ too.

2. The CMZ notification is basically a discriminatory document that allows a number of
new stakeholders to enter the coast while ignoring the claims of those who have been
traditionally linked to the sea and have been the real owners and protectors of the
coast.

3. No consultation was done with the local communities who are the primary stakeholders.
The fishermen communities were not consulted during the drafting stage of CMZ.
Traditional fishermen should be involved in the consultation process at local, regional
and national level. Representatives of all coastal states should be present at the
national level consultative group.
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4. Consultation process should be initiated at the panchayat level. In order to make local
communities aware of such a notification and to ensure their effective participation,
information, education and communication (IEC) materials with reference to CMZ needs
to be developed and disseminated widely. This requires more time for communities to
participate in such consultation in a meaningful way and give their feedback on the
notification.

5. A balance needs to be maintained between traditional and external stakeholders for an
effective coastal management in the light of sustainable development including
environmental protection. This balance is absent in the CMZ notification making it an
environmentally and socially unjust legislation. Hence it needs to be withdrawn
immediately and replaced with a meaningful coastal zone plans on the above principles.
As such increasing number of various developmental activities like industries, factories,
ports, shipping activities, thermal power projects, tourism projects, fertilizer industries
along the coast ; thereby increasing coastal pollution have led to the shrinking of marine
resources and have affected traditional fishing and related activities day by day. Hence
MoEF must prioritize the concerns of the coastal communities and not get influenced by
the private interest groups.

6. The CMZ is not as much about protecting the coast as about protecting the human
beings and their assets from the fury of the sea. The set back lines under CRZ, 1991
(200 m and 500 m) were intended to create a buffer zone to regulate developmental
activities close to shoreline, for minimizing the impact on the coastal ecosystems and to
reserve a zone, close to the shoreline for fishery and other related activities which
require shorefront facilities. However the set back line mentioned in CMZ notification is
only a hazard (vulnerability) line.

7. The CRZ I areas under the CRZ Notification were initially defined as areas where no
activities would be permitted until several dilutions in the form of amendments were
introduced to change that. The proposed CMZ Notification builds on this regressive
trend and allows various activities in these sensitive ecosystems as long as they are
recorded in the ‘Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plans’ (ICZMP).

8. There is no clarity on the management of fishing activity in CMZ and just mentions that
there is ‘no restriction on fishing and fisheries related activities of local communities’. It
does not say anything about the mechanized fishing and other types of fishing. Types of
fishing permitted within 24 km (i.e. 12 nautical miles towards sea) should be specified.
The fishermen communities fear that once CMZ notification is enforced, the fishing
activities in 12 nautical miles would be controlled by Govt. of India and license will be
given to foreign mechanized vessels to fish till 10 km of coast .This will result in the loss
of livelihood of the local fisher communities. So it is suggested that the permission for
fishing in the 12 nautical miles should be controlled by the State Government only.
Foreign vessels should not be allowed to fish in coastal zone waters. It is also
suggested that it should be clearly spelt out what traditional fishermen can do and can
not do within the 12 nautical miles in the sea.
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9. The technical aspect of demarcation of ‘Setback Line’ is not clear. Only some basic
parameters are listed. Parameters of vulnerability listed only relate to natural hazards
and nothing is actually mentioned about human made hazards.

10. The proposed CZM Notification contains absolutely no monitoring mechanism. The
notification just states that the Coastal Zone Management Authorities (CZMAs) at the
state and national level are responsible for monitoring the ICZMPs . However, there is
no indication of the process and methodology for monitoring.

11. The CMZ does not define clearly the terminologies used in the notification. Without
clear definitions, the CMZ I areas cannot be clearly identified or protected. The CMZ
has also no proper definitions for the activities it permits or prohibits in the all the CMZ
zones ( CMZ I,II,III and IV). There is no list anywhere in the notification defining terms/
phrases used such as “foreshore requiring facility” or “basic infrastructure”.

12. The local community representatives must have the right to plan developmental
activities in their immediate surroundings especially in case of external industrial
projects coming up in coastal areas.
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West Bengal
No. of consultations : 1 (Dhamakhali in district 24 Parganas covering

Sunderban area))
No of participants : 130
Partners : Society for Environment and Development (ENDEV)

Stakeholder Participation
West Bengal 

Local Community 
35%

NGOs/ Trade 
Union
4%

Public Authorities
4%

Others
56%

Corporate
1%

Local Community 

NGOs/ Trade Union

Public Authorities

Others

Corporate

Participation by Gender
West Bengal

Male (%)
58%

Female 
(%)
42%

Male (%)

Female 
(%)

Major concerns
On the whole the participants felt that CMZ notification 2008, is not beneficial to the local
communities. They have expressed concerns regarding the criteria for categorizing the
zones and the management methodology.

Viewpoints
1. Areas falling under CMZ I need to be redefined keeping in view the areas such as

Sundarbans with high population density. General conditionality of CMZ I areas should
be redefined to avoid general applicability

2. Capacity building of local community should be a major focus under implementation of
ICZMPs as lack of public awareness could pose a problem for effective implementation.
Also trainings on disaster management and preparedness should be thought of.

3. CMZ notification has not at all considered the strengths of CRZ notification on the other
hand will legalise all the violations that have taken place under CRZ so far

4. The definition of ‘green field airports’ which is added as amendment is not given in the
notification. This should be made clear to the public to understand the possible
implications

5. The Draft Notification uses the words “sustainable development”, “sustainable coastal
zone management practices” and “sound scientific principles” which are not clearly
defined. There is the danger of misinterpretation if not properly defined.
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6. Coastal Zone as per the definition relies on the political boundaries (land ward side) and
12 nautical miles (territorial waters) whereas for ecologically sensitive areas it is entire
biological or physical boundaries. But one needs to understand the confluence/interface
of water and land as ecologically sensitive, by which the entire area becomes sensitive.
12 nautical miles into the sea is important for functional integrity of the coasts including
biodiversity , livelihood resources and reducing in coastal hazards.
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6.4 Abbreviations
CMZ Coastal Management Zone Notification, 2008
CEE Centre for Environment Education
CMZ I, II, III, IV Coastal Management Zone I, II, III, IV areas
CRZ Coastal Regulation Zone Notification, 1991
ESA Ecologically Sensitive Areas
HTL High Tide Line

ICZMP Integrated Coastal Zone Management Plan
IT Information Technology
LTL Low Tide Line
MoEF Ministry of Environment and & Forests
NGO Non Governmental Organizations
SCZMA State Coastal Zone Management Authority
SEZ Special Economic Zone
U.T. Union Territories
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